Achievements of graduate students in French for academic year 2011-2012

**Conference Papers**


-----. "Articulation orale des voyelles nasales en français" General meeting (invited speaker), GIPSA-lab, Université Stendhal-Grenoble 3, Grenoble, France, October 2011.

-----. "Oral articulation of nasal vowels in French" International Congress of Phonetic Sciences (ICPhS) XVII, Hong Kong, China, August 2011.


Foster, Michael. “Assessing the Effectiveness of Incorporating Native Speaker Talk into Speaking Tasks”; 4th Biennial International Conference on Task Based Language Teaching; University of Auckland (New Zealand), November 18-20, 2011.


------. The CUNY conference on Human Sentence Processing, CUNY, New York, March 14-16 2012


Publications


Strole, Nicolas. Book review of Susan Hayward, French Costume Drama of the 1950s, Contemporary French Civilization 37 (October 2012), pp. 2-3.
**Fellowships and awards**

Benoît, Malyoune. Department of French summer grant

Beyoglé, Richard. Department of French summer travel grant

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Spring 2012.

Brant, Daniel. Department of French summer grant

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011 and Spring 2012


Chazal, Kirby. Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students Fall 2011, Spring 2012.

Clifton, Alison. Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students Fall 2011

Coughlin, Caitlin. Department of French conference travel grant, March 2012.

----- Department of French fellowship, August 2011-May 2012.

Dach, Nicola. Department of French summer grant

Dimit, Patricia. Department of French summer grant

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Spring 2012.

----- Graduate College Conference Travel Award, March 2012

----- Departmental Support for Conference travel, April 2012

Foster, Michael. Departmental Fellowship for dissertation completion, Spring 2012

----- Graduate College Conference Travel Award, February 13, 2012

----- SLATE Conference Travel Award, February 26, 2012

----- MLA Travel Support, Department of French

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011.

Gaillard, Stéphanie. Department of French summer grant
----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Spring 2012.

Haileselassie, Azeb. Department of French summer grant

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011.

Hauser, Sarah. Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011.

Hunt, Brian. Department of French summer grant

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011 and Spring 2012

Maroun, Dan. Phi Delta Theta Graduate Fellowship

----- Department of French summer grant

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011 and Spring 2012.

Namjoshi, Jui. Department of French summer grant

Nicholas, Jessica. Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011.

Perret, Arnaud. School of Literatures, Cultures and Linguistics Dissertation Completion Fellowship, academic year 2011-12

Ruane, Aileen. Graduate Teacher Certificate from the Center for Teaching Excellence, (received 2012 for Spring 2011)

Stanny, Margaret. Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011.

Strole, Nicholas. Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011, Spring 2012.

Zulato, Alessia. Graduate Student Research Travel Grant for fieldwork in Summer 2012 in Aosta (Italy) for dissertation. Issued by European Union Center (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) December 2011

----- “K.A. Looney Award for Excellence in Teaching” in the junior category, Department of French.

----- Listed on CTE list of instructors rated excellent by their students, Fall 2011 and Spring 2012.
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